Abstract-Multi-Agent System (MAS) is a proven approach that permits to solve large and complex social problems. Due to heterogeneous nature of agents and various forms of variables, many population dynamics problems are difficult to be addressed properly with traditional micro-simulation methodologies. This research work focus on match making and fertility modules of population dynamics. In our model agents interacting with other agents and environment to find a life partner and then take decision about childbirth. The agent's age and socio-economics (referred to as education and income level) conditions are the key factors while taking decision for family formation and fertility. Using belief, desires and intensions (BDI) architecture, we explicitly take into account the agent's heterogeneity with respect to age and income level. Designing a conceptual multi-agent model, we are trying to explore how changes in agent's desires and intensions might be transmitted through a population to effect the overall perception while taking decision about life partner and childbirth. The implementation of our model will give more substantial evidence about how and why these attributes can influence the evolution of family formation and childbirth in Korea. Dr. Ahn Chang-Won is a principle researcher at software research lab, ETRI. He is educated on industrial engineering, especially stochastic processes and queuing theory 1998 at KAIST (Korea advanced institute of science and technology) in Daejeon, South Korea and has more than 17 years of experience in SW technologies. Since 2013, he has been leading the ABC-D (Agent Based Computational Demography) project by the demand of ministry of health and welfare, which is to develop a full-scale and flexible ABMS for South Korean population.
